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A “double-mutation” of SARS-CoV-2 is now said to target younger people. Some

“experts” interviewed by mainstream media claim it should be viewed as a whole new

virus, and a brand-new pandemic



According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, clusters of positive

cases among young people have been “connected to participation in youth sports and

extracurricular activities.” As a result, the CDC is now suggesting that such activities

should be limited



According to pediatrician and California state senator Dr. Richard Pan, people who

criticize the COVID-19 vaccine ought to be labeled as domestic terrorists



The terms “disinformation” and “misinformation” are inconsistently and hypocritically

applied to excuse government incompetence and punish opposition



Under the pretext of public health safety, we’re told we need censorship, lockdowns,

social distancing, mask wearing, new domestic terrorism laws and vaccine passports.

We need none of those things in order to optimize public health. Those things,

however, are necessary for the swift and easeful implementation of the Great Reset
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Since COVID-19 Urst entered the scene, exchange of ideas has basically been

outlawed. By sharing my views and those from various experts throughout the

pandemic on COVID treatments and the experimental COVID jabs, I became a main

target of the White House, the political establishment and the global cabal.

Propaganda and pervasive censorship have been deployed to seize control over

every part of your life, including your health, Unances and food supply. The major

media are key players and have been instrumental in creating and fueling fear.

I am republishing this article in its original form so that you can see how the

progression unfolded.

Originally published: April 14, 2021

In some areas of the world, including Florida, where I live, life has been fairly normal

for almost a full year. Restaurants opened last April, and people have Yocked here

from out of state and even from other countries to enjoy the fresh air and open

businesses. This clearly does not beneUt the globalists’ agenda, so, right on cue,

fearmongering is ramping up another notch. The latest fear du jour is a “double-

mutation” of SARS-CoV-2, said to target younger people.

April 5, 2021, the New York Post  reported the “double mutant” COVID-19 strain has

been detected in California — a state that has experienced some of the longest and

most restrictive pandemic measures in the U.S. At the time of that report, one case of

the variant had been conUrmed by a Stanford laboratory. Seven suspected cases were

still being screened.

Fear Du Jour: Vaccine-Evading Variants

The double-mutation virus allegedly has two mutations previously found in two

separate variants, which “help it latch onto cells,” the New York Post writes.  What

they want you to fear now is that this new variant may be more resistant to vaccine

antibodies. Younger people might also be more susceptible to it.
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According to the Observer,  “COVID-19 variants could beat vaccines within a year if

pharma policy doesn’t change.” In other words, they claim that unless su_ciently high

numbers of the global population are vaccinated within nine to 12 months, the virus

might mutate to evade Urst-generation vaccines, rendering them useless.

Oklahoma has also conUrmed the presence of variants — one that initially emerged in

the U.K., and another that emerged in Brazil. According to The Oklahoman,  “The

faster people can get vaccinated, the slower the virus will spread and fewer people

will be exposed to variant strains of the virus, said Dr. Dale Bratzler, the University of

Oklahoma’s chief COVID o_cer.”

In other words, they’re putting everyone’s feet to the Ure. Hurry, hurry. Get the vaccine

now. If you wait, it’s going to be your fault that the vaccine fails and everyone dies.

CNN  also warns that, unless Americans “double down on safety measures until more

people are vaccinated,” more contagious variants will spread like wildUre.

According to CNN, the variant known as B.1.1.7 “is changing the pandemic's playbook

and could spell trouble for younger groups that haven't yet been vaccinated.”

‘We’re in a Brand-New Pandemic’

Dr. Peter Hotez went so far as to state that B.1.1.7 should be thought of as a “brand-

new virus” that is “acting differently from anything we've seen before.”  This “we’re in

a brand-new pandemic” narrative is also being parroted by Michael Osterholm,

director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy at the University of

Minnesota.  Osterholm, however, claims that current vaccines are, in fact, effective

against the B.1.1.7 variant.

According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Dr. Rochelle

Walensky, clusters of positive cases among young people have been “connected to

participation in youth sports and extracurricular activities.” As a result, the CDC is now

suggesting that such activities should be limited, CNN reports.
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If you’ve got the creeping suspicion that we’re about to face another round of

lockdowns around the U.S., your spidey senses are probably working just Une. In a

recent interview, Osterholm said:

“There isn’t a country in the world right now that has seen a big increase of

this B117 that is not locking down. We’re the exception. And so the bottom

line message from all of these countries is, ‘we could not control this virus

until we did lock down.’

We have to do a better job of helping the public understand that this is short

term. All we’re trying to do is get through this surge of cases that are going to

occur over the next six to eight to 10 weeks because of this B117 variant.”

Where, oh where, have we heard that before? “It’s going to be a short-term lockdown,

just a couple of weeks to Yatten the curve and ensure a functioning hospital system.”

Right. Those short-term measures ended up lasting many months in many places,

even though hospitals were at no risk of being overrun.

We now have a year’s-worth of data showing that lockdowns simply do not work. They

cause far more harm than good. Yet they’re trying to sell us the same non-solution

using the same justiUcation once more. As the old saying goes, “Fool me once,

shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me.”

Dissenting Is Now Domestic Terrorism

The problem we now face is that logical thinking is being viliUed. According to

pediatrician and California state senator Dr. Richard Pan, people who criticize the

COVID-19 vaccine ought to be labeled as domestic terrorists. In an opinion piece in

The Washington Post, he writes:

“Vaccines don’t stop viruses. Vaccinations do. This common public health

saying means a vaccine does no good if we can’t get it into people’s arms ...
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but the overall goal of vaccinating a large majority of the U.S. population may

ultimately be hampered by the anti-vaccine movement unless steps are taken

to limit its impact ...

[T]o poison public opinion against vaccinations, could result in countless

American deaths. That is akin to domestic terrorism ... Some anti-vaccine

leaders’ Qnancial well-being depends on endangering everyone else’s health

and safety. Social media companies should not be complicit in this

dangerous movement ... Getting vaccinated is a patriotic act. So is speaking

up to support public health efforts.”

With that manipulative and hostile diatribe against law-abiding citizens, Pan secures a

lead role in the medical fascism directorate that is spreading faster than the virus.

He even stresses that local and public health o_cials, not politicians, should be relied

upon to lead us to safety. In other words, he’s promoting iatrarchy — meaning

government by physicians — which as Robert F. Kennedy Jr. points out has been

catastrophic in every instance that it’s been tried. In his foreword to my new book,

“The Truth About COVID-19,” Kennedy notes:

“The medical profession has not proven itself an energetic defender of

democratic institutions or civil rights. Virtually every doctor in Germany took

lead roles in the Third Reich’s project to eliminate mental defectives,

homosexuals, handicapped citizens and Jews.

So many hundreds of German physicians participated in Hitler’s worst

atrocities — including managing mass murder and unspeakable experiments

at the death camps — that the allies had to stage separate “Medical Trials” at

Nuremberg. Not a single prominent German doctor or medical association

raised their voice in opposition to these projects.

So it’s unsurprising that, instead of demanding blue-ribbon safety science

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/technocracy-vs-democracy


and encouraging honest, open and responsible debate on the science, the

badly compromised and newly empowered government health oZcials

charged with managing the COVID-19 pandemic response collaborated with

mainstream and social media to shut down discussion on key public health

and civil rights questions.”

War on ‘Disinformation’ Is Really War on Dissent

Having a frank and open discussion about pros and cons, risks and beneUts of

vaccination or any other pandemic measure is more likely to result in optimal public

health than shoving just one side of the argument down everyone’s throat. But optimal

public health is not what the technocratic, globalist elite are after. Their end goal is to

manipulate the masses into obedience so that they can acquire even more of their

assets.

As noted by Ash Staub in his article  “The War on Disinformation Is a War on

Dissent,” the terms “disinformation” and “misinformation” are simply used “to excuse

incompetence and punish opposition.” He provides a number of examples proving

that “theories or facts that don’t Ut the o_cial narrative, despite being true, are

treated as misinformation or disinformation.”

I would add that this is particularly true when it comes to health information, seeing

how it’s virtually impossible to Und a single remedy or strategy that works 100% for

every single person. There are no absolute truths in medicine. It all depends. Many

individual factors come into play. Staub continues:

“Whereas misinformation merely refers to inaccurate or misleading

information, the label of disinformation implies an intent to deceive. Both

have served as the source of much consternation and hand-wringing from

media Qgures and politicians alike ...

While our inability as a society to agree on basic facts is certainly a problem,
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what should be self-evident is that misinformation and disinformation

naturally abound when there is very little trust in sense-making institutions.

If the information sources that are deemed ‘authoritative’ are so often wrong

or misleading, and inspire little public con*dence, is it any wonder that

people turn to alternatives? Misinformation and disinformation are natural

consequences of our public institutions’ inconsistency and incompetence.”

Most Americans Think Government ORcials Are Lying

According to Staub, 69% of Americans “believe their government intentionally lies to

them,” and 61% “believe the news media deliberately ignores certain stories or

information.” These are record-low rates of conUdence, and government and media

would do well to take notice of the fact that censorship only erodes trust, it does not

build it.

The fact that they turn to censorship rather than trying to be more forthright suggests

they are in fact lying and have no intention of stopping. Since they refuse to tell the

truth, the only option they have is to silence counter-narratives in the hope that, over

time, objections will die out for lack of support.

The problem is, truth has an appeal of its own, and so, in what appears to be a

desperate effort to maintain control, “disinformation” is now being called out as

“dangerous,” indeed a form of “domestic terrorism,” because if people listen to “bad”

information, they might make decisions that will harm them.

Basically, they’re saying that you’re too stupid to think for yourself. You’ll buy

whatever you’re sold, no questions asked, and so they have to make sure you’re

exposed only to information that will beneUt you. Everyone on the planet ought to be

insulted by censoring, because, ultimately, it’s a sign that government and media have

zero trust in your ability to make decisions for yourself.

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/09/14/americans-views-of-government-low-trust-but-some-positive-performance-ratings/


“Just last month, former NSA general counsel Glenn Gerstell called for an

‘integrated disinformation center within the federal government’ that would

employ ‘counterterrorism’ tactics to combat disinformation.

It’s not exactly clear what these counterterrorism tactics would entail, but the

idea that institutions that so often lie to the public should be able to decide

what is and what is not ‘disinformation,’ with the help of a surveillance

apparatus designed to combat terrorism, is truly unnerving,” Staub writes.

“When the only acceptable information is that approved by the ruling

administration, there can be no meaningful check on state power. Consent

for the establishment agenda can easily be manufactured, and opposition

can simply be deemed ‘disinformation’ and treated as ‘dangerous,’ deserving

of censorship and removal. With a silenced opposition, power can therefore

be exercised with impunity.”

Understanding the Plan Robs Their Power

In a nutshell, authoritarians are taking extreme steps to control the public discourse

because they know we don’t trust them. What’s more, they also realize that if people

understand the grand plan, their power over the people will be stripped away. The

public can only be controlled as long as we don’t understand what they’re trying to

accomplish.

So, what are they trying to accomplish? As detailed in many previous articles, it boils

down to the global implementation of a new economic system based on technocratic

ideology, that will so radically transform and dehumanize society that they simply

cannot “sell” it with honesty. The vast majority would be horriUed and refuse to go

along with it.

Their only option is to sneak it in under the guise of something else. Right now, that

something else is the so-called COVID-19 pandemic. Under the pretext of public

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tackling-disinformation-is-national-security-issue-says-former-nsa-general-counsel/


health safety, we’re told we need censorship, lockdowns, social distancing, mask

wearing, new domestic terrorism laws and vaccine passports.

We need none of those things in order to optimize public health. Those things,

however, are necessary for the swift and easeful implementation of the Great Reset.

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/mask-mandate-for-all
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/vaccines-are-the-new-purity-test


Supreme Court Justice Speaks Out Against Censorship



Needless to say, without Big Tech monopolies aiding and abetting, the current level of

censorship simply could not occur. The good news is, we may slowly be inching

toward a solution. As noted by The Federalist,  “Supreme Court Justice Clarence

Thomas offered a roadmap to eliminating rampant social media censorship from

online monopolies on Monday.”

They’re referring to an April 5, 2021, ruling  for writ of certiorari on the case of

President Joe Biden v. Knight First Amendment Institute at Columbia University, in

which Thomas weighed in on the ability of social media giants to control free speech.

The Federalist explains:

“Thomas concurred in an opinion to send the case back to the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the 2nd Circuit with instructions to dismiss as moot, now that

Biden is in the White House.

The case, launched in August, questions whether the First Amendment strips

government oZcials of their ability to block third-party accounts on Twitter if

the personal account is used to conduct oZcial business. The lower court

ruled Trump violated the First Amendment when blocking users on the

platform, which served as a public forum.”

However, while then-President Trump was found to have violated free speech rights

by blocking certain Twitter followers, Twitter faced no repercussions when it deleted

Trump’s account in its entirety, thereby violating the First Amendment rights of 89

million people, which is the number of followers he had when the account was taken

down. As noted by Thomas:

“It seems rather odd to say that something is a government forum when a

private company has unrestricted authority to do away with it. The disparity

between Twitter’s control and Mr. Trump’s control is stark, to say the least.”

Immunity Without Corresponding Responsibility
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Thomas highlights the monopoly power of Big Tech, stressing that when a company

has unilateral control over a public forum, it ceases to be a public forum. The solution,

then, might be to turn them into public utilities, which aren’t allowed to discriminate

against any customer.

“Today’s digital platforms provide avenues for historically unprecedented

amounts of speech, including speech by government actors. Also

unprecedented, however, is the concentrated control of so much speech in

the hands of a few private parties,” Thomas writes.

“We will soon have no choice but to address how our legal doctrines apply to

highly concentrated, privately owned information infrastructure such as

digital platforms ... It changes nothing that these platforms are not the sole

means for distributing speech or information.

A person always could choose to avoid the toll bridge or train and instead

swim the Charles River or hike the Oregon Trail. But in assessing whether a

company exercises substantial market power, what matters is whether the

alternatives are comparable. For many of today’s digital platforms, nothing is.

If the analogy between common carriers and digital platforms is correct, then

an answer may arise for dissatisQed platform users who would appreciate

not being blocked: laws that restrict the platform’s right to exclude.

When a platform’s unilateral control is reduced, a government oZcial’s

account begins to better resemble a ‘government-controlled spac[e]’ ... This

analysis may help explain the Second Circuit’s intuition that part of Mr.

Trump’s Twitter account was a public forum.

But that intuition has problems. First, if market power is a predicate for

common carriers (as some scholars suggest), nothing in the record

evaluates Twitter’s market power. Second, and more problematic, neither the



Second Circuit nor respondents have identiQed any regulation that restricts

Twitter from removing an account that would otherwise be a ‘government-

controlled space.’

Even if digital platforms are not close enough to common carriers,

legislatures might still be able to treat digital platforms like places of public

accommodation ... ‘[I]t stands to reason that if Congress may demand that

telephone companies operate as common carriers, it can ask the same of’

digital platforms. Turner, 512 U. S., at 684 (opinion of O’Connor, J.).

That is especially true because the space constraints on digital platforms are

practically nonexistent (unlike on cable companies), so a regulation

restricting a digital platform’s right to exclude might not appreciably impede

the platform from speaking ...

Yet Congress does not appear to have passed these kinds of regulations. To

the contrary, it has given digital platforms ‘immunity from certain types of

suits’ ... with respect to content they distribute, 47 U. S. C. §230, but it has

not imposed corresponding responsibilities, like nondiscrimination, that

would matter here.

None of this analysis means, however, that the First Amendment is irrelevant

until a legislature imposes common carrier or public accommodation

restrictions — only that the principal means for regulating digital platforms is

through those methods.”

Thomas ConUrms Illegality of Government-Sponsored
Censorship

Thomas makes another very important point in his statement. He points out that

while private entities are “not ordinarily constrained by the First Amendment,” they are



indeed so constrained “if the government coerces or induces it to take action the

government itself would not be permitted to do, such as censor expression of a lawful

viewpoint.”

In other words, a private company has the right to decide what the kinds of speech it

will allow and which it will not, BUT, if government o_cials demand that they censor

an otherwise lawful viewpoint on their behalf, then that company is liable for having

violated the First Amendment.

“ The government cannot accomplish through
threats of adverse government action what the
Constitution prohibits it from doing directly ...
Under this doctrine, plaintiffs might have colorable
claims against a digital platform if it took adverse
action against them in response to government
threats. ~ Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas”

This is pertinent right now, as elected o_cials are getting ever more belligerent in

their demands that social media platforms censor certain kinds of speech, such as

“anti-vaccine” material. As detailed in “Free Speech Threatened by Censorship

Extremists,” what they’re doing is illegal, yet they’re doing it anyway. As noted by

Thomas:

“The government cannot accomplish through threats of adverse government

action what the Constitution prohibits it from doing directly ... Under this

doctrine, plaintiffs might have colorable claims against a digital platform if it

took adverse action against them in response to government threats.”

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/freedom-speech-threatened-censorship-extremists
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Guillermou

Thousands of leading scientists, physicians, lawyers, academics, and other experts reveal evidence

that pandemics are being orchestrated to reduce the world population, and install higher levels of

totalitarian control. Medical organizations who expose this, are the World Doctors Alliance, Americas

Frontline Doctors, Doctors for Covid Ethics, Doctors for Truth, Doctors for Freedom, World Health

Alliance, Medical Freedom Alliance, and hundreds more around the world. The World Health

Organization has an o_cial agenda for ten years of ongoing pandemics, from 2020 to 2030.

They can declare a pandemic whenever they want. During pandemics the WHO becomes an effective

one world government, overruling the constitutions and laws of all the nations in the world. The plan is

crystal clear. Watch the video .---https://stopworldcontrol.com/  .------ "PANDEMIC PREPAREDNESS" - A

GOVERNMENT PROTECTION RACKET--SASHA LATYPOVA, Meryl Nass.----- Nice guys from the US DOD

are here to "protect" you from the future. She meets Colonel Matt Hepburn, who in 2020 leads an effort

for the Department of Defense called Enabling Technologies.

Enabling Technologies is rapidly developing new vaccines and treatments against future(!) infectious

disease challenges. The Urst thing Matt needs you to be - worried. Emotional. Panicked. Scared of the

little things. Especially little invisible things Suspected case on campus! Uncertainty. Anxiety.

Worst-case. Ventilators. Please turn off brains and just be scared, ok?

merylnass.substack.com/p/pandemic-preparedness-a-government?utm_source..  (02/15/2023)
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mirandola

From here forward, everything infection-related, is going to be labeled a pandemic. However, with

cancer aricting one out of three people, that is silent and under the lid, while chemicals said by

the NIH to be the root cause of cancer, are released to the environment and approved in our foods

and also, the required jabs. What gives? An agenda, that's what. The mechanisms of harm by the

MRNA "vaccines" and the lipid nanoparticles, were KNOWN all along!

www.theepochtimes.com/health/pUzer-identiUed-most-likely-mechanism-f..
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ChristReady712hotmail.co

Dr. Richard Pan and others like him should be kicked out of o_ce for Murder, Crimes Against Humanity

and pushing misinformation and disinformation. This person and people like him are deep state shills

and have no place in our society because they are working to kill and not save. People should Und

people like Pan and harass them in public and make them afraid to go out in public. These are the

weak willed who have sold their souls for wealth, position, power, etc and are not believers in GOD and

Humanity. These gullible useful idiots will be destroyed if China actually take control of world power. If

China comes into power they will not want a bunch of brain dead useful idiots interfering with their

control.
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sue2613

Gui, The sad thing is that some of my friends are saying they would rather be dead than give in and be

controlled. We have lived with The Great Promise for years. We were promised life will be better; you

will be happier and live longer. We see polluted air, land and water, oil spills killing wildlife, that is what

is left of it. Our highway system, which was actually built for the Industrial Military Complex is a mess.

People are getting sick or obese on our food. Most people can't afford health care and treat sickness

caused by the powers that be in the Urst place. Technology is supposed to make life easier, but it

seems more complicated. People's brains are turning to mush, and there is more anger than ever

before. What they don't realize is that if the Elites get t heir way it is going to backUre on them, they will

be miserable, and turn on each other.
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bchristine

Well said sue2613. I know a lot of (mostly older) people who do not have much desire to stick

around. I am in my mid 60's; have no ties or children, so I am leaning that way. I do what I can, but

it's all so sad.
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"Our highway system, which was actually built for the Industrial Military Complex is a mess." I Und

that ironic, since it was President Eisenhower, who as 5 star general in WWll Germany, noted and

copied the concept of the German autobahn for a U.S. National interstate highway system, and

who at the same time as president, warned us of the abuse of the Military industrial complex. Go

Ugure???
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versatile

Holistic preventatives and treatments for an illness are actions that improve the healthiness of the

patients. However, in the case of COVID-19 most such actions are considered nonsense, immoral,

some are even illegal. Instead, actions that reduce healthiness, wearing masks, physical distancing,

vaccines, and toxic drugs - reductive actions are preferred and promoted. At the same time, "statistical

preventatives" are preferred over actual cures, even when the patient already has the disease. What

does that tell us about our "health systems"? They are "sick systems", intentionally promoting sickness

and disease, intentionally avoiding actions that improve healthiness, intentionally avoiding cured

patients, dismissing curing doctors, and not counting cured patients - lest we muddle up the waters.
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lin3741

Thats why we’ve seen decade after decade of this charity and that, and this person “for the cure”

and that charity “for the children” its all BS. BIG PHARMs only stake is “keep em sick and rake it

in”. There will NEVER BE A CURE FOR CANCER as long as big pharm has a say. For all we know a

cure WAS discovered at some point and it was simply swept under the carpet. Nothing wd surprise

me less. you see its GREED that will be the downfall of ALL of humanity and it wont matter if yr big

pharm, big ag, big food, Chinese, white, black or green or if yr a eugenicist, devil worshiper, jew,

catholic or have 5 heads. Greed is gonna get ya. One way or another.
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versatile

lin3741: cancers are cured every day. Most cases of cancer are easily cured. Big pharma keeps the

focus on advanced, "incurable" cancers to maintain the myth that there is no cure. There are

millions of cured cases and many different cures are known today. However, cancer cured is not

deUned, so no cured can be proven, so "there is no cure."
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Stephjask

Headline news: Mutant Ninja Turtles are real.
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Hotsocks

Why don't anybody talking about misinformation, post all Misinformation collected for our review? Why

don't Provax debate Anti Vax? Scared to be exposed for your lies of Misinformation?
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den8612

I had a medical appointment today in which I proudly told the physician assistant doing the pre-exam

stuff that I take NONE of their Big Pharma poison and I have ZERO intention of doing so at any point in

the future. Fortunately I got an appointment with a female NP who did a great job of listening to me

and part of my complaint, other than my need for hand therapy, was HOW I FEEL when I walk in the

door to the internal medicine department... Now, my local branch of Kaiser gets an A for the eye

department and an A+ for the PT Dept., but the internal medicine department, I told her, makes me

want to SCREAM, then cry, then RUN AWAY.

They are SOOO HORRIBLE because of how so many of their g*ddamned stoopid (mostly arrogant

male) "doctors" just follow orders, or "protocol." I agreed, then said to the intake assistant that the

following phrase is what we all heard at the Nuremberg trials: "I'm just following orders." Oh, SH*T--

HOW MANY MORE CENTURIES will IDIOTIC HUMANS give us this COP OUT!!?

I said, "Well, your bosses' protocols are making us sicker and crazier-- so when are you guys going to

GET that?" Surprised I didn't get escorted out by security, but in the end, the NP agreed with everything I

said, including the LIES we were force-fed about COVID and the damnable shots. LIARS. YOU

DOCTORS WHO WENT ALONG OUGHTA BE BEHIND BARS. AT VERY LEAST YOU SHOULD BE

ASHAMED OF YOURSELVES AND FOR TARNISHING YOUR AS-BY-NOW LOUSY PROFESSION. WHY

SHOULD ANY OF YOUR PATIENTS EVER GIVE YOU THEIR TRUST??
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nan5159

Yeah, you great resetters, get rid of most of us so you can enjoy the world you will create to your specs

as poor folk make you feel guilty. And as for the middle class, you hate them because you think you’re

all better than them. It all points to grabbing the world for themselves. Interesting that the super rich

have yachts. They can wait out the Unal blow to humanity while out at sea existing on their perfectly

preserved foods, awaiting the “it’s safe to come ashore” signal.
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HealingMindN

All the junk food dealers were kept open during the lockdowns here in CA because they were

considered "essential;" this includes all liquor stores that carried a certain amount of junk food snacks.
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avk1974

I usually like these articles I get! But the last two days I've been surprised with a mercola article

headline and clicked on the article only to Und it was just a reposting of an original article. This is from

2021. It kind of makes it seem like there is currently a double mutation variant circulating and CDC is

restricting activities....it did but last year. Reposting stuff like this feels like click bait really. I want to

read new and current things here unless an article has been updated with new info and you know what

that new info is!
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mercmon

Aint seen the worst of it yet. The graph is just beginning to climb.
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DebbyW

Two years later, I wonder how many people now believe their government lies to them. I'm guessing it's

more than 69%. And even more don't trust the main stream media.
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brodiebrock12

The psychosis is set in soooo deep with many. They choose not to engage their GOD given critical

thought and simply trust what they read and hear from sources they choose to see as valid. Not

sure therapy would even be useful for them if still buying into the propaganda at this point
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mercmon

Theoretically??? We know the vaccines sends signals to each individual's DNA right? What if an

indiviual's DNA interprets the signal and the virus is mutated for that individual, could the result then be

a personal virus for every DNA? ie So if there are 4 million individuals who take the jab eventually the

end result would be 4 million virus mutations?
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donttakethemark666

"Restaurants opened last April, and people have Yocked here from out of state and even from other

countries to enjoy the fresh air and open businesses". Such latitudes of freedoms for humans is

abhorrent to the globalists taskmasters and promptly drives them mad. A close observation reveals the

same feeling runs through them connoting a possibility of same spiritual source. No surprise therefore

of lockdowns, smart city prisons, surveillance inclusive of thought police and iron Ust control. These

are evident hallmarks of one and only one, the .........
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JGW1950

Here we go again. The so-called freedom Ughters like Justice Thomas and Governor DeSantis are

really only interested in freedom for grown men and embryos. On the one hand, they quite rightly want

to protect our freedom of speech and the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness when it

comes to lockdowns and vaccines, but when it comes to women and children? Pregnant women aren't

people; they're vessels (or sinners), to whom life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness don't apply.

Children aren't supposed to be exposed to a wide range of knowledge and taught critical thinking skills;

no, they must be presented censored, whitewashed information, completely in line with the

government narrative.

Justice Thomas may believe in the hands-off doctrine when it comes to the Internet, but he wants the

government to control what consenting adults do in their private homes; he wants the government to

limit whom people fall in love with and marry; and he wants us to go back to a nineteenth-century

"Scarlet Letter" type of society in which people, especially women, live in constant fear. And the

so-called freedom-loving governors who are (quite rightly) in favor of vaccine choice and allegedly

"pro-life," are really only pro-life for American embryos and fetuses.

Children who happened to have been born in another country must be herded and excluded like cattle.

If these freedom Ughters were truly pro-freedom and pro-life, they would be not only abolishing vaccine

mandates, but guaranteeing freedom from government intrusion in all aspects of one's personal and

physical life, and for God's sake, they would be helping those unfortunate people on the other side of

the borders and barriers, not building bigger walls. Those people were once embryos and fetuses: Did

they lose their human rights as soon as they were born on the wrong side of the fence?
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lin3741

That’s so not true. Not sure what country yr from but You’re spewing what you want to see, not the

reality. Say what you want go ahead. I dont care. if you hate it here so much go back to yr own

country but somehow I doubt you will. Nope, Too many hand outs here to do that! Always the same

story, so quick to Take the handouts and government cheese, and on the other side of yr mouth

spew hate about the country who gives them to you. Its called biting the hand that feeds you. Dont

like it here? Go home already. US by no means perfect, but even at this point, and the MESS we are

ALL in, No other country IN THIS WORLD accepts and HELPS foreigners the way the USA does. So

By all means if you can Und one, go there! (Enter the sound of crickets here).
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mirandola

Dr Mercola wrote: "According to pediatrician and California state senator Dr. Richard Pan, people who

criticize the COVID-19 vaccine ought to be labeled as domestic terrorists." Soooo....those who so much

as criticize, let alone refuse, a so-called MRNA-containing "vaccine", are domestic terrorists, but those

who insist that the public MUST take the genetic modiUcation jabs which have resulted in athletes

dropping dead, 4000+ times the amount of normal vax-related deaths, and which produce

rapidly-growing aggressive cancers and thrombocytopenia, heart inYammation, seizures and

convulsions...those who insist that people must take them or else, and who play vicious headgames

labeling the very concerns about such things as high-level crime, are themselves Not terrorists, eh?

Wow. Does Everybody Feel Really Safe Now? Methinks some people, once again, are so talented at

projecting their own shadows, that every word they speak, points the Unger right back at them. Some

people, pointing Ungers at others while murdering with a smile, belong in life prison, and not walking

the streets, let alone in public o_ce. BY LAW they have to be removed from public o_ce, says the 14th

amendment! It's true.

constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  An "aside": The ACLU has written that to target thought

is unconstitutional, because thought is too vague and intangible to be constitutional. I thought only Red

China reads minds, and controls them, and punishes based thereon. This is a recipe for rampant and

crazy abuse, based on whims and fantasies about someone else's alleged thinking! Merlyn holds the

crystal ball, punishing based thereon! Wow, how the government protects us, so funny I forgot to laugh!

Our tax dollars at work, slated for our own abuse! Sen Pan, targeting thinking, needs to be ousted, and

right away.
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mirandola

PS the fact that the Vax would harm, maim and kill, was known by PUzer, all along!

www.theepochtimes.com/health/pUzer-identiUed-most-likely-mechanism-f..
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